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centeral ideacenteral idea

An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and
values; the ways in which we reflect on, extend and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the
aesthetic. Our students will learn, When and how we can put our mental process into a physical form,
how we can control our thoughts and feelings, and understand them more clearly. We can’t always
explain an emotion using logic. Creative activities allow us to externalize our thought process and
observe it from a distance, and then we don’t have to act on our feelings impulsively. This is a glimpse
into what we will be doing for the next 5 weeks. The learning experiences are driven by the students.
We are excited to guide our students through this process and we cannot wait to see what they will
explore

 Creative expression provides ways to
communicate ideas and emotions. 

Lines of inquiryLines of inquiry
Effective presentation techniques

and different forms of poetry.
(Form) 

Many factors led to the
development of f igurative

languages. (Causation) 
Poetry interpretation and opinion.

(Perspective) 
 

learner profi le
Risk Taker,  Communicators,  Thinkers

ATL:
Social-Research and thinking skil ls

Grade 4Grade 4



Tunning in

Effective presentation techniques and different forms of poetry.

Students were asked to express their emotions by drawing or writing while they
were l istening to different kinds of music.  

They were encouraged to express what they know about art in different ways,
they could either write a poem, draw, colour,  write about any art form. They also

created a word map for “emotions”.
Formative assessment:Students created a concept map for different forms of

poetry and their elements 



Finding out/Sorting out

Many factors led to the development of f igurative languages.
(Causation) 

Explain the effective presentations techniques after-Display an
entertaining online video (America's got talent draw “

How can you attract the audience to your presentation and keep them
engaged?  

 
Students understood more about f igurative language in the poems.

Students were focused into four types of f igurative language, and they
had different examples about (metaphor- personification- idiom-

simile)  



Going further/Making conclusion

Poetry interpretation and opinion.
(Perspective) 



Taking action(Summative Task)

Describe ways people express their
feelings for particular places through

figurative language poetry.  






